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Abstract

We propose a formulation of people tracking problem as
a Transductive Learning (TL) problem. TL is an effective
semi-supervised learning technique by which many classifi-
cation problems have been recently reinterpreted as learn-
ing labels from incomplete datasets. In our proposal the
joint exploitation of spectral graph theory and Riemannian
manifold learning tools leads to the formulation of a robust
approach for appearance based tracking in Video Surveil-
lance scenarios. The key advantage of the presented method
is a continuously updated model of the tracked target, used
in the TL process, that allows to on-line learn the target vi-
sual appearance and consequently to improve the tracker
accuracy. Experiments on public datasets show an encour-
aging advancement over alternative state-of the-art tech-
niques.

1. Introduction
The problem of object tracking, especially people, has

been a focus in the last years for which many different ap-
proaches have been developed. A comprehensive review
and classification of published literature is presented in [18].
Despite the wide range of existing methods, most of the
state-of-the art proposals are centred on Particle Filtering
(PF) tracking [12, 2, 9, 4]. PF has been proven to be a robust
algorithm with the underlining idea to represent the tracks
association of the posterior density function by a set of ran-
dom samples with associated weights to compute estimates
based on these samples and weights. Despite the effective-
ness of this solution the difficulty of the model represent-
ing objects under varying and different lighting conditions,
leads to inaccurate results in complex scenarios. Instead,
a completely different perspective is to solve the tracking
problem as a graph partitioning problem, where the objec-
tive is to find connected paths that link nodes belonging to
the same target. This approach has been proficiently ap-
plied in computational video forensic [11], where people
are searched in videos by their appearance using a similar-

ity graph. The proposal sounds solid and cogent but not
suitable for on-line video processing and relies on the hy-
pothesis of selecting both the first and the last target image.
Recently, graph partitioning has been adopted in people
video tracking [20], where the appearance matching prob-
lem is solved using a semi-supervised learning approach.
The drawback of this method is its heavy reliance on the
quality of training data. The tracker accuracy tends to re-
duce if errors are injected in the target model.
In this paper, similar to [20], we propose to exploit the
Transductive Learning algorithm in conjunction with a Rie-
mannian similarity measure iteratively learning, frame-by-
frame, the Riemannian manifold that represents the target
appearance. This tracking interpretation allows to neglect
the way snapshots are extracted from the video frames and
to relax the constraint on the type of camera, fixed or PTZ.
The most interesting aspect of our approach is the model
construction, where a set of images continuously updated,
is used instead of an aggregated statistical representation of
them, allowing in a straightforward way to deal with wide
changes in the target appearance, occlusions and reacqui-
sition. A second novelty that we introduce, is the use of
spectral properties of the eigenvalues combined with the
Transductive Learning algorithm to obtain a model integrity
check that helps to avoid errors and their propagation.

2. Transductive Inference for Target Tracking
We propose to explore the problem of tracking a target

using its appearance from a classification-inspired perspec-
tive by learning about the target model and searching for
its realization in the video sequences. The learning pro-
cess is continuously updated in time, in order to improve
the classification accuracy, as long as the system is being
provided with new examples of the target. Considering the
problem of having a set of n possible target candidates for
every frame extracted by an object detection algorithm(e.g.
people detection, motion segmentation . . . ) X = {xi|i =
1 . . . n} and supposing to have a model of the desired target
composed by a set of k examplesXM = {mi}|i = 1 . . . k}.
The complete dataset comprises both, the model and the
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candidates’ samples with their associated label function yi,
which takes positive values for the element belonging to the
model.

D(X,Y ) = {X ∪XM , Y : yi = 1 iff xi ∈ XM} (1)

Setting the problem in this form, we aim for each frame, to
propagate the knowledge encoded into the model that can be
equivalently interpreted as the problem of estimate the miss-
ing label function values given the model ones, this recalls
the settings of the transductive inference problem formula-
tion given by Vapnik, [14]. A possible solution to this prob-
lem can be obtained by minimizing the leave-one-out (loo)
error on classification, using a trivial K-Nearest-Neighbour
rule, where an error occurs when the majority of the neigh-
bours of elements (xi, yi) are not from the same class. Re-
calling [8] we can set an upper bound to loo error of the
classifier:

Errknnloo (X,Y ) ≤
N∑
i=1

(1− δi) (2)

where δi is the KNN margin δi = yi

∑
j∈KNN(xi)

yjwi,j∑
m∈KNN(xi)

wi,m
and

wi,j is the similarity between xi and xj . The minimization
of Eq. 2 can be obtained by maximizing the margin δi, im-
posing constrained values on the model labels:

max
y

yTAy s.t.

yi = ±1 if xi ∈ XM

yj ∈ {0, 1}

(3)

and

A′i,j =


wi,j∑

k∈KNN(xi)

wi,k
if xj ∈ KNN(xi)

0 otherwise

(4)

In particular, considering A as the adjacency matrix of a
graph G where nodes represent the samples and edges the
similarity between samples, Eq. 3 can be solved using the
s-t mincut algorithm finding the cut cut(G+, G−) of the
graph (where G+ and G− denote the set of vertices rep-
resenting, respectively, positive and negative samples) that
minimizes the quantity 2 ∗ cut(G+, G−) or,equivalently,
maximizing Eq. 3. This solution is connected with the
transductive learner of Blum and Chawla [1], following the
intuition that the separation is between positive and neg-
ative examples and puts strongly connected elements into
the same class. Although the solution is elegant and ap-
pealing, it easily leads to degenerate cuts, if the number of
labeled samples is not well balanced. This can often occur

in surveillance settings when the number of elements ex-
tracted in the current frame strongly differs from the number
of examples in the model. To overcome unbalanced cuts,
which have been demonstrated occurring also in transduc-
tive SVM, due to the constraint of fixing a-priori the number
of positive samples in the test set [8], a possible solution is
to include the cut size in the objective function leading to
the ratio-cut problem:

max
y

cut(G+, G−)

|i : yi = 1||i : yi = 0|
s.t.

yi = 1ifxi ∈ XM

yj ∈ {0, 1}

(5)

The ratio-cut problem is unsupervised and a solution can
be computed when no constraints are given. The constraint
on y makes the problem semi-supervised; however letting y
assume real values and exploiting spectral properties of the
graph Laplacian leads to an efficient way in finding a solu-
tion to the balanced ratio-cut problem in a semi-supervised
way. Graph Laplacians have been successfully adopted in
recent image segmentation [5], spectral clustering and di-
mensionality reduction [10], since they represent a power-
ful manifold learning tool.
In our method, and generally in graph-based transductive
methods, vertices of the graph represent the labeled and un-
labeled samples while the edges between the samples reflect
the similarity among them.
Let us restrict the case of a two class problem, where the
first is the class of the samples that belong to the target
model, the other one is the class of all the negative sam-
ples.
Analogously to [20] we define a continuous function f :
Rn → [0 1], which denotes each sample confidence to be-
long to one class. This function is the relaxed version of y
and can assume continuous values allowing to find a solu-
tion to the ratio-cut. We can associate to f a cost function
analogous to Eq. 5 J(f) which is:

J(f) =
n∑

i,j=1

‖f(xi)− f(xj)‖2wij + λ
k∑

i=1

‖f(xi)− yi‖2

(6)
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter and the quadratic
penalty ‖f(xi) − yi‖2 embodies the semi-supervised con-
straint on model labels values. The right part of Eq. 6 en-
codes the local information, while the left one constrains on
global information. In order to obtain the solution of Eq. 6,
it is necessary to find the minimum.

f∗ = argmin J(f) (7)

If we rewrite Eq. 6 in matrix notation, we obtain:

J(f) = (f(X)−Y )T (f(X)−Y ) +λf(X)TLf(X) (8)
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where Y is the labels vector and L is the graph Laplacian
computed in its unnormalized form [10], L = D − W
where W is the affinity matrix, whose elements repre-
sent the similarity between samples in the data set (it will
be discussed in the following) and D is the diagonal De-
gree matrix, whose diagonal elements are the degree of
vertices:dij =

∑n
j=1 wij . For these reasons the constructed

graph Laplacian is symmetric and positive semidefinite.
The solution of Eq. 8 is computed setting to zero the first
order partial derivatives of J(f) w.r.t. f , ∂J(f)/∂f = 0,
obtaining:

f∗ = (I − λL)−1Y (9)

where f∗ contains the class confidence of each new sample
obtained propagating the model labels in a transductive way
to test elements avoiding degenerated solutions due to an
unbalanced number of samples in the model and in the test
set.

2.1. Affinity matrix computation for video tracking

In the previous section, matrix W has been used for
Laplacian matrix computation. W is the affinity graph built
over positive samples and on samples belonging to the cur-
rent frame. Vertices of the graph represent the samples with
the edges between them reflecting the similarity between
each couple of vertices. Fig. 1 is a representation of an
affinity graph with the left part showing the labeled sam-
ples’ nodes and the right part the unlabeled samples ex-
tracted from the current frame.

Figure 1. Example of affinity graph.

We divided W in four parts:

W =

(
W ll W lu

Wul Wuu

)
(10)

where the subgraphs Wul and W lu are symmetrical. The
graph W is therefore composed of three subgraphs:

• W ll is the subgraph of labeled data (previous tracked
results belonging to the target model) and it can be rep-
resented by a fully connected graph. Since elements
are the previous tracked results, weights between them
are constrained to a fixed value k: wll

ij = k.

• Wuu is the subgraph of unlabeled samples or, in other
words, of the candidate patches extracted from the cur-
rent frame. Since in each frame the target object can
appear only once, just one of the candidate objects can
belong to the positive samples, therefore this subgraph
is non-connected and the similarity between unlabeled
samples is constrained to 0: wuu

ij = 0;

• W lu = Wul is the subgraph between the labeled sam-
ples and the unlabeled samples. The goal is to con-
nect samples xi and xj with a weight proportional
to the similarity between them. This can be done
weighting the edges with the affinity: wlu

ij = wul
ij =

exp
(
−ρ(xi, xj)

σ2

)
where ρ(xi, xj) is the distance be-

tween samples xi and xj and σ is a regularization pa-
rameter.

3. Samples Feature Model and Distance Com-
putation

In order to perform Transductive Learning on people im-
ages, we need to define a proper feature model and a dis-
tance measure to capture similarities among their appear-
ances. When adopting a graph Laplacian method we make
the assumption that (input) points are generated by a prob-
ability distribution with support in a sub-manifold of the
Euclidean Space. Under this assumption, we want to learn
about the target model structure capturing the geometry of
the manifold it lies onto, using its realization (the model
images) and subsequent iteration of Transductive Learn-
ing. Among possible image descriptors covariance matrices
[13], that have been effectively adopted in different contexts
[17, 16], suit our purpose. They carry the advantage of be-
ing compact descriptors of an image representing points on
high dimensional Riemannian manifold, with distances be-
tween them representing geodesic distances on the mani-
fold.
Initial labeled examples constitute a first set of samples
from the manifold structure and, during subsequent trans-
ductions, the structure is refined with the addition of new
elements (i.e. new tracked samples). This process allows us
to compute the object model and the Riemannian manifold
geometry by exploiting the convergence of the graph Lapla-
cian eigenvectors to the discrete version of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator eigenfunctions in the continuous real do-
main [15]. Once the structure has been successfully com-
puted and the model inferred, we can exploit the property
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of invariance of the manifold descriptors to isomorphism,
in conjunction with the rotation and illumination invariance
of the covariance matrices in order to obtain a robust object
model that can be used for both, tracking and reacquisition,
under scene and object appearance changes.
The covariance matrix is a square symmetric matrix d × d,
with d being the number of selected features independently
from the size of the image window, carrying the advantage
of being a low dimensional data representation. Given the
covariance matrix C, its diagonal entries represent the vari-
ance of each feature and the non-diagonal entries represent
the correlations. Generally a single matrix extracted from
a region is enough to match the region in different views
and poses, since the noise corrupting individual samples is
largely filtered out with the average filter during covariance
computation. Moreover, covariance matrices can have scale
and rotation invariance properties and are independent to
the mean changes such as identical shifting of color values.
Focusing on non-singular covariance matrices, we can ob-
serve that they are positive definite, and they can be formu-
lated as a connected Riemannian manifold.
Let I be a three-dimensional color image and F be the
W ×H × d dimensional feature image extracted from I ,

F (x, y) = Φ(I, x, y) (11)

where the function Φ can be any mapping such as intensity,
color, gradients, filter responses, etc. Let {zi}i=1...N be the
d-dimensional feature points inside F , with N = W ×H .
The image I is represented with the d×d covariance matrix
of the feature points:

CR =
1

N − 1

n∑
i=1

(zi − µ)(zi − µ)T (12)

where µ is the vector of the means of the corresponding fea-
tures for the points within the region R.
In our case zi is the feature vector composed for each pixel
by its spatial, color and edge information. We use x and y
pixel location in the image grid, RGB color values and Gx
and Gy first order derivatives of the intensities calculated
through Sobel operator w.r.t. x and y. Therefore each pixel
of the image is mapped to a seven-dimensional feature vec-
tor zi = [ x y R G B Gx Gy ]

T . Based on this features
vector the covariance of a region is a 7× 7 matrix.
To obtain the most similar region to the given object, we
need to compute the distances between the covariance ma-
trices corresponding to the target object and the candidate
regions. However, the covariance matrices do not lie on the
Euclidean space. Therefore an arithmetic subtraction of two
matrices would not measure the distance of the correspond-
ing regions. The distance metric between the covariance
matrices is proposed in [7] as the sum of the squared loga-

rithms of the generalized eigenvalues.

ρ(Ci, Cj) =

√√√√ d∑
i=1

ln2λk(Ci, Cj) (13)

where λk(Ci, Cj)k=1...d are the generalized eigenvalues of
Ci and Cj computed as:

λkC1xk − Cjxk = 0 k = 0 . . . d (14)

where xk are the generalized eigenvectors. The distance
measure ρ satisfies the metric axioms, positivity, symmetry,
triangle inequality, for positive definite symmetric matrices.

4. Target model update strategy
Video tracking is a continuous process and our proposal

relies on the adoption of a transductive learner to infer the
Riemannian structure model from samples in order to clas-
sify new elements, whether belonging or not to the tracked
target. At this aim, ad-hoc model updates strategies must be
adopted to avoid the injection of wrong elements in the col-
lection of model samples. The selection of positive samples
is important for the proper functioning of the transductive
learner and for this reason we update the model of posi-
tive samples at each iteration of the algorithm. The positive
samples are denoted as:

∆ = (xpi , yi)i=1,...,n (15)

with yi being the confidence of the i-th samples. The con-
fidence is in the range of [0 1] and when the initial positive
samples are selected by the user their confidence is set to
the highest value 1. In the subsequent frames a forgetting
factor α is used in order to decrease the confidence of the
oldest positive samples, ∆ = α ∗ ∆. We use this update
mechanism under the hypothesis that the samples, closest
in time to the current object, are more similar than the oth-
ers and thus their confidence should be higher.
After all the samples’ confidences are calculated through
Transductive Learning and graph Laplacian, the patches
with confidence below a given threshold are deleted from
the positive samples. This allows to preserve a coherent
positive model. To avoid that misclassified samples corrupt
the model, we propose to check the integrity of the itera-
tively constructed track model exploiting the spectral prop-
erties of the graph Laplacian.
We mentioned before how Transductive Learning is per-
formed on each frame of the video, this means that we have
a tool to determine for every frame whether the considered
object should be added to the track of the target person. Be-
fore adding this object definitively to the positive samples
we check if the integrity of the target model is maintained.
If we consider the Laplacian matrix L built over the model
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of positive detected object, it is possible to exploit the spec-
tral properties of the graph to determine the number of clus-
ters in which the data should be divided. Particularly we
follow the method delineated in [19] according to which the
Normalized Laplacian matrix, Lsym is used.

Lsym = D−
1
2WD−

1
2 (16)

Let λ0, λ1, . . . , λk be the eigenvalues of Lsym, the number
of eigenvalues λi = 1 is equal to the number of groups in
the examined data. Since we are not operating with clean
dataset but with real data, the eigenvalues start to deviate
from 1 due to the introduced noise. For this reason we sug-
gest not to count the number of eigenvalues λi = 1, but to
use a threshold instead, empirically set to λi > 0.9 in our
experimental settings. The threshold adjusts the accuracy of
the tracker allowing to trade-off the precision of the tracked
results versus the recall of the tracker. If the eigenvalues
analysis suggests that data constitute a single cluster, posi-
tive samples are probably similar and, with high confidence,
we can assume that they all belong to the target person. Oth-
erwise, if the number of eigenvalues λi > 0.9 is greater than
1, data can be clustered in strongly different groups imply-
ing that an error has occurred in the Transductive Learning
procedure and a negative result has been generated. In this
case the last sample is rejected to avoid errors propagation.

5. Experimental Results
Fig. 2 depicts our complete proposal: the first step pro-

vides the use of a HOG based people detector [3] to obtain
the bounding boxes containing people appearing in every
video frame; subsequently Transductive Learning (Sec. 2)
is used to find the target, comparing snapshots using the
feature proposed in Sec. 3 and eventually updating the
model when the target is found (Sec. 4). Our preliminary
proposal is tailored for tracking a single target at a time
and in our experiments tracker initialization is manually
performed.
We evaluated our proposal on THIS and CAVIAR datasets,
with a total number of approximately 40 video sequences.
More precisely, experiments have been performed on THIS
project, Internal Videos, datasets 1 and 2 1 and CAVIAR
Clips from a Shopping Center in Portugal, corridor view 2.
Examined videos, depicted in Fig. 3, show people walking
in public areas such as transport hubs or shopping centres.
They represent challenging scenarios due to variations
in pose and illumination of the target person, to the lack
of variability of colors in dressing and to the difficulties
to extract moving objects since most of the clips do not
exhibit a clear background with no people in the scene.

In order to measure the quality of tracking results, we
1http : //imagelab.ing.unimore.it/visor
2http : //homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAV IARDATA1

Figure 2. Overview of the whole tracking algorithm.

Figure 3. Examples of frames taken respectively from ”THIS” and
”CAVIAR” dataset. Rectangles show people found by the people
detector and red rectangles underline the tracked person.

use the same metrics proposed in [6], according to which
evaluated indexes are: Detection Rate (DR), Specificity
(Spec), Accuracy (Acc), Positive Predicted Value (PPV),
False Negative Rate (FNR), False Positive Rate (FPR) and
Negative Predicted Value (NPV).
Tab. 1 contains the average indexes’ values obtained
respectively on THIS and CAVIAR datasets using our
proposal and different state-of-the-art approaches. Re-
ferring to Tab. 1, the second and fifth columns offer the
contrast with the Particle Filter based tracking in [4]. Our
tracker exhibits higher values in accuracy, detection rate
and specificity. This is mainly due to the transduction and
the use of multiple images to build the target model that
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THIS CAVIAR
PF TLT TLT NU PF TLT TLT NU

DR 0.83 0.91 0.92 0.79 0.87 0.90
Spec 0.50 0.99 0.84 0.4 0.98 0.82
Acc 0.72 0.89 0.78 0.8 0.92 0.75
PPV 0.77 0.95 0.72 0.69 0.90 0.65
FNR 0.16 0.09 0.09 0.2 0.13 0.09
FPR 0.59 0.01 0.15 0.63 0.01 0.18
NPV 0.60 0.88 0.84 0.54 0.92 0.99

Table 1. THIS (T) and CAVIAR (C) results: Particle Filtering(PF),
our Transductive Learning Tracker (TLT) and Transductive Learn-
ing Tracker without the Model Update(TLT NU) which is similar
to the appearance tracker proposed in [20].

does not involve complex statistical functions. We would
like to point out how in our experiments the initial model
is composed of an average number of only three positive
samples leading to good tracking performances. The
fourth and seventh columns contain results obtained by our
Transductive Learning Tracker without the integrity check,
described in Sec. 4. Results underline how the model
consistency check improves significantly the accuracy
overcoming the problem of injecting wrong samples in the
model. If an error is injected in the model the transducer
tends to propagate the error during subsequent iterations,
consequently the accuracy dramatically lowers. From a
computational point of view the tracking algorithm runs,
with the exception for the people detection phase, at 20 fps
on an Intel Core i5 machine, using an average number of
30 input snapshots and 15 images for every target model,
when five multiple instances of the tracker are used for
tracking simultaneously five targets.
Finally we want to emphasize the test case given in the last

column of Fig. 3. which represents an example of people
reacquisition, where two different video sequences with the
same persons are combined to test the effective capacity
of the system in recognizing the same person after the
occurrence of an occlusion or with different backgrounds.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion the system represents a new way for in-

terpreting tracking as a snapshot searching problem using
Transductive Learning to explore and learn about the target
model during iterations. Performances on public surveil-
lance datasets are encouraging and we aim at improving
both, the accuracy and time performance of the algorithm
by exploring the chance of modelling multiple classes dur-
ing transduction, using motion information to strengthen the
target assignment and adopting an iterative scheme to up-
date the graph Laplacian in time without recomputing it for
every frame.
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